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Abstract: We construct one-dimensional potentials V(x) so that if H = — JJT -f-

V(x) on L2(IR), then H has purely singular spectrum; but for a dense set D, φ e D
implies that \(φ,e~ltHφ)\ ^ Q, | f |~ 1 / 2 ln( | f | ) for |ί| > 2. This implies the spectral
measures have Hausdorff dimension one and also, following an idea of Malozemov-
Molchanov, provides counterexamples to the direct extension of the theorem of
Simon-Spencer on one-dimensional infinity high barriers.

1. Introduction

This is a continuation of my series of papers (some joint) exploring singular con-
tinuous spectrum especially in suitable Schrόdinger operators and Jacobi matrices
[3,15,4,8,2,19,17,5,7,16]. Our main goal here is to construct potentials V(x) on

IR so that if H = -j£ + V(x\ then σ(H) = [0,oc), σac(//) = σpp(#) = 0, and

there is a dense set D C L2(IR) so that if φ 6 D, then

\(<P,eitHφ)\ ^ CφΓl/2]n(\t\) (1.1)

for \t\ > 2. (We say \t > 2 because of the behavior of ln(|φ for \t ^ 1; note all
matrix elements are bounded by 1, so control in \t ^ 2 is trivial.)

Equation (1.1) is interesting because the stated bound on Fφ(t) ~ (φ,e~ltHφ) is
just at the borderline for operators with singular continuous spectrum. Indeed, if
t~l/2 in (1.1) were replaced by t~a for any α > \, then Fφ(t) would be in L 2 and

so the spectral measures dμφ(E) = F(E)dE for F £ L2; that is, dμφ would be a.c.
and so σac(//)φ0.

As an indication of the borderline nature of (1.1), we note that by Falconer
[6], (1.1) implies dμφ is a measure carried on a set of Hausdorff dimension 1 in
the sense that it gives zero weight to any set of Hausdorff dimension strictly less
than 1.
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